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Fans old and new will love this retro Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles coloring book! It features

amazingly detailed images based on the classic 1980's TV Show and original comic book series as

well as the current Nickelodeon show! Featuring a foiled cover, it's perfect for boys, girls, and adults

of all ages!
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When my late son was a little boy, he loved TMNTs. When I would read to him at bedtime and later,

when he was reading to himself, he would invariably choose one of the TMNTs comic books.

Because I was the type of parent who got involved with what my kids read and watched, I also

became a big fan. When I saw that an adult coloring book was available, I bought it immediately. My

grandson is now getting into TMNTs and I will love coloring this book to give to him. I'm getting a

second copy to hold onto for him to color in when he gets a little bit older as well.The coloring book

has 47 pages of designs (not including the title page which can also be colored.) It appears like the

designs have been done by a group of artists as there are several distinct styles from clean, black

lines to an almost pointillism, old-style comic book dot style. The designs are fun and easy to color

but some have a lot of black accents. The designs are of both the old-style and the newer style

TMNTs.Another fun part of the book is that on the back of the preceding page (directly opposite the

design) is a quote that meshes great with the design you are coloring. After coloring in this book, all



I can say is Cowabunga!This is what I found while coloring in this book and testing the paper with

my coloring mediums. I will list the coloring mediums I used for testing in the comments section

below. These are also the materials I use for most of my coloring.47 Designs (plus title page) of

TMNTs funPrinted on one side of the page with a quote on the back of the pagePaper is

heavyweight, white, slightly rough, non-perforatedGlue BoundMost designs merge into the binding

areaBook opens fairly flat for coloring by breaking or creasing the spine heavily.Alcohol-based

markers bleed through the paper. I suggest using a blotter page of card stock or several sheets of

paper to keep ink from seeping through to the pages below.Water-based markers, gel pens, and

India ink pens do not bleed through the paper.Colored pencils work very well with this paper. I got

great pigment from oil and wax base pencils. I was able to layer the same color for deeper pigment,

layer multiple colors, and blend easily using a pencil style stick blender.

I bought this coloring book for a friend who loves the TMNTs and now upon seeing the coloring

book I have decided that I really need this one for myself!The pages are technically single sided. I

say technically because on the back side there are a few words to tell you about the next page to

color, but that is it. The paper is a good thickness and if you don't mind chancing bleed through to

ruin the side with the words I think you could use marker on the pages. However, I would still put a

page between the two just in case you use a heavier bleed through marker - such as a sharpie.The

pictures to color take up the entire page. And they all differ. Some of them have a bit more of a

blurry quality to the lines, while others have lines that are much more crisp. You can also tell that

there is a good mixture between the newer Turtles and the older Turtles portrayed in this coloring

book.All in all, this is a great coloring book!!

I gave this adult coloring book to my 5-year-old son to celebrate entering kindergarten! He had been

the one to choose it from . He is obsessed with Ninja Turtles and his eyes lit up when he saw the

striking cover. The pictures inside are fun. I would think the book would be best for artists 8-12, as

there is not a lot of fine detail. Adults may get bored... though many adults would steer away from

this subject material anyway! We all love NMNT in this family. If you love them as well, this is a great

find.

A good assortment of the Turtles from different generations. Some of the pictures are very busy, like

Splinter and April have pages with like 50 images of them in various sizes. Not sure I will ever do

those.I only gave it two stars because after coloring one picture, I have pages that fell out of the



book, everywhere. I don't really care about that as I can still use them, but it's kind of shoddy

construction.

This book is just okay. I wish I could give it 3.5 stars, but since 3 seemed a little low I went with 4

stars.Things to know:1. pages are single sided. You don't get a front and back to color; left side has

the page title, right side has the coloring page2. no rhyme or reason to images chosen. you will see

an eastman and laird pages, a classic tmnt cartoon page, a newer tmnt show page, and so on

randomly. not a big deal but they aren't really organized.3. eastman and laird pages are horribly

pixelated, and the grungy look with thick black lines doesn't lend itself well to coloring. Just looks

dirty and enlarged in a way that will not look flattering when colored.4. a lot of image choices

seemed lazily chosen. this is specific to most of the eastman and laird stuff, where some panels are

half solid black with not much left to color. seems like they just grabbed the first thing they saw and

made it into a coloring page. doesn't appear to be thoughtfully compiled.That being said:The classic

TMNT stuff and never images are sharp and great, and are the only thing I will really end up

coloring with. I am not huge into the "adult color book" thing, but will have fun coloring these with my

children. Overall for the $6 price tag, I suppose it is worth it for the high quality, thick white pages

(not the old newsprint style coloring book) and for the parts of the book actually worth coloring.

Overall, 3.5 stars if I could rate it so.

I haven't colored in it yet, but flipping through it I see it is only 80s and 2k12 style and nothing in

between. Not even 2k3 or 2k14.

I LOVE this coloring book! It's so hard to find things with the original TMNT designs on it, but this

delivers! Very happy with it!

Cowabunga dude! Me and my 3 sons love this TMNT coloring book. 80's and "comic book" pages

are the best
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